
Two Russian Warships Sail Into
Norwegian Sea Ahead of NATO Drills
Two of Russia’s Baltic Fleet corvettes trained anti-submarine
warfare when a major NATO flotilla was preparing for its annual
exercise in the area.
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The Boiky and Stoiky, two of Russia’s newest naval vessels, jointly engaged in training
exercises for the search, detection and destruction of conditional enemy submarines in the
Norwegian Sea, the Russian Navy said.

The ships applied their anti-submarine armament and tested air-defense systems as part of
the training. It was part of a longer voyage, the main mission of which is to “demonstrate
Russian naval presence in various parts of the Atlantic Ocean,” the military said.
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Another Russian vessel, the Vladikavkaz, a Northern Fleet Kilo-class submarine, will this
week sail in surface position through the Norwegian Sea en route to St. Petersburg from the
Kola Peninsula.

Related article: Russian Kilo-Class Sub May Surface Through NATO Anti-Submarine Exercise

The training started on Tuesday right before the Dynamic Mongoose, NATO’s annual anti-
submarine exercise. Six frigates, 10 aircraft and several submarines from Canada, the United
States, France, Germany, Poland, Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom, as well as the host
nation Norway, participated in the drill. The warfare will last until July 14.

Among them are ships from NATO’s Standing Maritime Group One (SNMG1), which is sailing
north directly after completing the annual Baltic Operations (BALTOPS). The navy group
consists of U.S. flagship guided-missile destroyer USS Gravely, British frigate HMS
Westminster and Turkish frigate TCG Gokova, NATO said.

The Dynamic Mongoose will be held in the Norwegian Sea west of Andøya, northern Norway.

It is not the first time Russia has sent its naval ships to the Norwegian Sea in connection with
allied NATO training. During Trident Juncture 2018, two Russian Baltic Fleet ships engaged in
anti-aircraft and anti-submarine defense training in waters close to the NATO exercise area.

Boiky and Stoiky are part of Russia’s new Steregushchiy-class corvettes. They were delivered
to the Baltic Fleet in 2013 and 2014 respectively.

The Russian Navy categorizes Steregushchiy-class ships as corvettes because of their size, but
NATO considers them as frigates. Six vessels of this class have been already built while the
other seven are still under construction. They have a top speed of 27 knots, a cruising range of
6,437 kilometers and a crew of 99 people. Their weaponry includes A-190 and AK-630M
artillery systems, as well as supersonic Kh-35 Ural anti-ship cruise missile systems, Redut
medium-range surface-to-air missile systems and torpedos.
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